BASIC GUIDE
Removing or Installing a Door
If the need arises to remove or install a door on a Milena unit this guide may
help.
This is not highly skilled work but if in doubt read all of the instructions below
and only attempt if you are confident and understand that there is the possibility
you will make matters worse and may ultimately need to replace the entire unit.
Also ensure that there is no other damage as otherwise you may again be
wasting time or in fact making matters worse.
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IDENTIFY IF YOUR DOOR IS SUITABLE FOR THIS PROCEDURE


This guide has been designed to assist with what is referred to as the Milena SOLODOOR-WHR and
SOLODOOR-WHL.
o These doors are used on all current Solo and Skinny Mini units.
To identify if your door is the one being discussed there are a couple of things to check for.
o First is the Door-Tidy (little basket on the inside of the door) moulded as one part with the door –
so there are no clips holding the basket on.
o Second is there a beading profile on the front of the door and are the corners of the bead square
as indicated in the photo below by the red arrow.
If you can’t answer yes to both of these questions then rather contact us and we will try assist with advice
regarding your specific cabinet.
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PROCEDURE:
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Be sure to prevent the door from falling
forwards when doing this as you may break
the bottom hinge point.
While applying downward pressure - Bend
the door carefully (preferably outward) –
this shortens the door.
Once the top hinge pin is clear of the
cabinet hinge point the door can be
removed or installed.
The Stainless Steel Hinge Pins can be tuned
longer by holding firmly with a pliers and
twisting while pulling. Or shorter by
tapping with a hammer.
In the case of a Skinny Mini if changing
from a Right Hand Door to a Left Hand
Door or vice versa one will also need to
move the door clips.
o They are removed using a medium
to large flat-blade screwdriver and
carefully twisting to remove one
pin at a time.
o They are reinstalled using a longnose pliers and pinching carefully in
the middle once the pins are in line
with the holes.
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The Milena code for these doors is:
o SOLODOOR-WHL (Left Hand Hinged)
o SOLODOOR-WHR (Right Hand Hinged)
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